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Modern glassware, like car design and interior design, follows the
trends. The last decade has seen an explosion of interest in
interior design and glass plays an important role. People are

becoming more style conscious, more aware of appearances and
also more into home entertaining and cooking. Great

contemporary and classic styles are available at mass market
prices, making creativity in the home far easier and more daring.

BY SADIE BRIGGS

Glass conquers
INTERIORS



forth. The current
generation no longer
expects furniture to last as
those before them did. It

will be bought as a
fashion and replaced
when it becomes
worn or broken.
Dinnerware is the
same, bought to
entertain and impress,
often fashionable in
colour, shape and
design, outliving its
use when trends
change. 
Since the eighties
there has been a reactive rise in
the influence of new-age thinking
and the favouring of herbal
remedies and homeopathic
medicines, which has at its heart
a return to the qualities and
power of nature. Interior design
has become increasingly minimal
and sophisticated in form, in a
continual search for the
maximum in space and light.

Thus we have nouvelle cuisine served
on the flat, geometric forms of plates
along with straight, simple tumblers
and blocks of table decoration.

Forms are uninterrupted by
unnecessary dips or rims. Glass is
treasured for its ability to convey light
and space at the table, which matches
the modern awareness of light,
natural, healthy eating. 

IRROR EVERYWHERE
The 17th century saw
the widespread use of
the mirror in interior

design to amplify the riches of the
host. It would reflect and double the
array of crystal and candlelight, the
fine centrepieces and silver and the
size of the room. The use of mirrors
continues in the modern day. Twin
mirrors above fireplaces and consoles
reflect chandeliers in endless repetition

glittering with the sparkle of light on
their hanging crystals. Below tableware
should be of a matching standard and
the reflective surfaces of polished
silver glass, and other materials
multiply the points of light from the
candles into thousands. This display of
affluence and highest social standing,
passed down from tradition, continues
to be used in the present day to
amplify space, but more importantly to
the dinner table perhaps, it allows
diners facing the wall, especially in
restaurants, to see and feel part of the
scene behind them. 

THE EXTRAVAGANT EIGHTIES
AND NATURAL NINETIES
Interior design influences tableware,
which influences table design and so

M

Mirrors amplify the room

The rustic combination of rough
wood and glass

Colourful stained glass 
chandelier

Arcade by Leonardo - 
simplicity in design
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Now, restaurants may have tables
made from rough, uneven,
unvarnished wood with a thick-cut
country look. Some have glass tops
inlaid, inside which can be seen
leaves, twisting branches, stones,
shells or some other natural
arrangement, beneath the table
settings. Thus the wine glasses may be
in thick, simple and slightly uneven
shapes, the placemats in strips of
natural fabric such as Indian silk and
the tableware in simple, pure forms.
Glass in this type of environment,
with its ice-like appearance,
represents water in nature.

TRAVEL AT THE TABLE
Foreign travel has increased
dramatically in the past 30 years,
allowing new cultures to become
known and recognised by all. This in
turn has lead to an eclectic modern

style, part of which looks ever more
towards the ethnic influences of
Indonesia, Thailand, India and Africa,
not only for design but also cuisine. It
is part of the general trend towards
well-being, including interest in Feng
Shui methods and the spiritual
culture of Zen Buddhism. Purist
minimalism influenced by Japanese
and Asian style, demands minimal
settings and subtlety. Thus we find
low blocks of wood as tables or beds,
with hidden supports which make
them appear to float effortlessly.
Rooms are lit by soft, hidden light
sources providing a backlight for
candles on the table at dinner. As
nature is required to complete the
atmosphere, the fashion for bamboo
(a material used for decades in
furnishings) as decoration in chic bars
and restaurants, has reached home
furnishing and the table in the form
of place mats and centrepieces, just as
natural wood is protected by coconut

matting on the floor. 

Japanese dish sets are one style which
fully reflects the recent preferences in
interior design, for tonal contrasts and
strikingly simple forms. Since the
nineties, linear minimalism, relying on
pure geometric shapes and natural
materials can be found in the furniture
of top Italian designers such as Boffi,

Varenna and Minotti. Japanese dish
sets make a wonderful gift

for someone with this
more refined, minimal
taste. Exquisite and
apparently delicate,
they can be hand made
and glazed in a high
fired ceramic, made in
coloured glass or
treated with black
onyx, deep red or
other rich coloured
glazes. Different sets
are available, including
the tea set, sake set,

large square plates, bowl
sets or sushi sets. Wooden

sake cups are a nice
variation and double their

role for serving ice cream or
after dinner sorbet. Sake

decanters also makes great vases
and can include a glass blown

centre to hold ice cubes, keeping the
sake chilled.

Minimal Asian-Style
atmosphere

Examples of how pratical
cointainers decorate 
the kitchen



This minimalism is said to be a trend
in Germany and purist Italy. People
like streamlined, minimal, uncluttered
spaces to live in, making use of hide-
away furniture, multi-purpose
furnishings and portable furniture
which offer flexibility and function. 
Trends in the home for cookware and
kitchen accessories as well as the
kitchen itself, are still going in the
same direction of lightness and
transparency, with futuristic handles
in streamlined minimal shapes and
cutting boards as blocks of
transparency. Functionality with
beauty is important.

LIVING IN THE FUTURE
The arrangement of home design is
changing to accommodate lifestyles
and it is predicted that the delineation
between kitchen, dining room and
living room will almost disappear in
the future multi-functional home.
Outdoor areas will become more
favoured for eating, as they already
are in warm countries such as
southern Europe. 
One analyst predicts that the multi-
functional would include
technologically advanced items of
furniture with wine safes built in.

Trendy shapes 
for the table

SURFACE SOPHISTICATION
In the sectors of furniture design,
home interior design and retail design,
there is now a very definite trend in
decorative surfaces made of glass. The
material induces a feeling of space,
light and subsequently freedom. Its
versatility allows for surfaces to be
matt, transparent, semi-transparent
even brightly coloured and it can be
delicate and fragile or withstand heat
and knocks, depending on use. Within
the home, glass can come into play in
door panels, room dividers, shelving,
table tops, light fittings and so on. As

a reflector of light, glass
also absorbs all the
colours if its
surroundings, resulting
in harmony and
continuity. It is
perfect for the
current trend for
minimalism, as it is a
natural material
which provides a
visual and tactile
contrast to both light
and dark natural wood
surfaces. The smooth
finish also lends it to the
simple clarity of form so
favoured today. Glass tables are
thus a continuity of this, yet for eating
it is best to cover these with a cloth
rather than see the legs of guests
underneath. Thus the table relies on
glassware to continue the transparent,
light, airy effect. Large glass salad
bowls, vases, wine glasses and even
plates create a fresh, modern feel.  
Pure forms, clean and sleek, are also
favoured in the context of more high-
tech tableware, resulting in clear,
round or square glass plates, silver
pebbled glass chargers for appetizers
and a streamlined design for flatware.
Forms are so minimal and reduced
that their uses multiply with the
imagination. Large dinner plates could
be serving plates, geometric glasses
with straight sides double as vases. 
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Simple vases and 
delicate flowers add to any room
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Living and dining rooms would
become increasingly combined and
dining rooms may become used for
other purposes such as office space,
perhaps requiring glassware to be
hidden away rather than on constant
display. The tabletop may be changed
at the push of a button from an office
desk to a dining table.
The growth of eat-in kitchens would
mean larger kitchen space, more
attention paid to kitchen display and
increased interest in cooking. Two
distinct areas of kitchen design are that
which blends fittings and appliances
seamlessly into the blocks of
architectural form, which would
probably require more and more that
storage containers, often in semi-
transparent glass like the cupboard
doors to create unity, are made hi-tech
and streamlined to slot into fitted

spaces. The second type of kitchen is
that which leaves everything in plain
sight, known as the ‘gourmet kitchen’,

in which transparent glass
jars and boxes would be
favoured for food storage,
as they put everything
inside on view. 

COLOURFUL
COMEBACKS
Furniture and interior
design is ever clearer and
more linear, yet there has
also been a backlash of
late, for splashes of eighties
colour, retro design and
new romanticism. Chic
tone on tone plays a subtle
game with strongly
contrasting colour. White
on white may have been a
strong trend in the home
and on the dinner table at
the end of the nineties, but
now a trend for thirties-
style coloured rims for
plates and glasses is
making a comeback as an
elegant alternative. As gold
and silver leaf surfaces are
used in home decoration

and gold handles return with romantic
flair, so wide gold or silver edges are
becoming popular for crystal and glass
dinnerware and wine glasses. Gold
detail goes well with the worn look of
pewter and antique gold, adding depth
and interest to furnishings and
tableware. Elegance is returning and
bold patterns are apparently also
making a comeback, as the eighties
influence is felt. Casual dining can be
enlivened by brightly coloured, fun
glassware in Spanish green and
Mediterranean blue, reds and yellows.
Embossed and textured finishes to
glassware are also popular, adding
texture with a sense of quality and
character.

SUITABLE STYLE
Whatever the style, bold or subtle,
retro or minimal, ethnic or eighties,
the dining table is the centrepiece of
the dining room and is inevitably part
of the home design and decoration. Its
material, shape, tableware and table
linen should all be in harmony with
their surroundings, to produce a
unified effect which clearly defines
and illustrates the tastes and
preferences, and perhaps the culture,
of the host.

Ceremony candleholders 
by Leonardo - the final touch 
to elegant interiors

Cozy living room 
to welcome 
guests


